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From Country Marks to DNA Markers
The Genomic Turn in the Reconstruction of African Identities
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In molecular anthropology, DNA is regarded as a kind of biological “archive” that can provide unprecedented insights into human
histories. More recently, genetic analysis has been used to explore the origins of African-descendant populations in the Americas.
This idea has also been adopted by a burgeoning DNA ancestry testing industry that portrays these technologies as a means of
restoring ethnic links effaced by slavery. Despite the popularity of these tests, critics have raised persistent scientific and ethical
concerns about how far genomic data can, or should, be used to reconstruct social identities. In this paper, we take stock of these
developments, assessing the combined influence of scientists, businesses, and members of the public in defining the scope of genetics
for restoring ethnic links between African and African American populations. Drawing on perspectives from social and molecular
anthropology, we examine the challenges of translating genetic findings into historically significant terms without reifying the
correspondence between genetic and social identities, and we explore how personalized DNA ancestry results are being negotiated
and mobilized by test takers “on the ground.” Finally, we consider the responsibilities of anthropologists in addressing ongoing
biocolonial tendencies and power disparities in the production of genetic ancestry.
The idea of using anthropological tools to reconstruct the
African identities and kinship connections that were forcibly
effaced by the Middle Passage and American slavery is not new.
As early as the 1930s, researchers such as Melville Herskovits
(1933), Lorenzo Turner (1949), and Pierre Fatumbi Verger (1968)
used cultural and linguistic approaches to suggest enduring
connections between African American and West African pop-
ulations.1 This work has also been taken up by historians who
have drawn on the testimonies of enslaved Africans, as well as
the writings of colonial administrators, in attempts to shed light
on the geographic and ethnic origins of those displaced by the
transatlantic trade (Eltis and Richardson 2008; Hall 2005; Hig-
man 1984).

A recent turn, however, has placed the body at the center
of these reconstructive efforts. In the field of molecular an-
thropology, DNA is regarded as a kind of biological “archive”
that can provide unprecedented insights into human histories
(Sommer 2008). The completion of the Human Genome Proj-
ect in 2003 marked a watershed in researchers’ ability to ac-
cess genomic information. Since, there has been an explosion
of DNA studies mapping human genetic variation across the
globe. While the vast majority of those studies have focused on
people of European descent (Popejoy and Fullerton 2016; Si-
rugo, Williams, and Tishkoff 2019), researchers have also be-
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gun using these methods to investigate the population origins
and demographic histories of African-descendant populations
in the Americas (Bryc et al. 2010, 2015; Fortes-Lima et al.
2017). Whereas the cultural practices of inscribing the body
with “country marks” (ritual scarifications used in some Af-
rican societies to link individuals into kinship and social net-
works) were gradually abandoned in the New World (Gomez
1998), new genetic approaches hint that those biosocial con-
nections may yet be recovered through DNA markers that
have persisted to this day.

In a related development, a burgeoning direct-to-consumer
genetic ancestry testing industry is attracting unprecedented
numbers of customers, particularly from North America and
Europe. Popular TV shows such as Henry Louis Gates Jr.’s
African American Lives (Judd and Farrell 2006) hailed DNA
as a new, revolutionary way for African Americans to trace
their ancestral origins, reestablish links with distant homelands,
and recover aspects of a past before slavery. The industry’s evo-
lution has also been followed with interest by African govern-
ments and communities who are increasingly petitioned to
consider DNA ancestry data as grounds for family reconnection
projects, dual citizenship applications, and requests for apology
concerning their historic role in the slave trade (Boyle 2013;
Fellet 2016; Nelson 2016; Schramm 2020). Nonetheless, critics
have raised a number of concerns regarding the science and inter-
pretations of DNA ancestry tests (Abel and Sandoval-Velasco
2016; Nelson 2016; Rotimi 2003). These relate to broader epis-
temological problems regarding the relationship between ge-
netic ancestry and social identities and the question of how far
genomic data can be used to reconstruct historical identities.
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Combining our backgrounds in social and molecular an-
thropology, we address these phenomena from a biocultural
perspective, taking into account the influence of scientists and
stakeholders alike in defining the scope of genetics for restoring
ethnic links between African and African American popula-
tions. We start by outlining the possibilities for using genetic
data to reconstruct historic ethnic identities, examining the
ontological relationship between genetic and social identities
and the challenges of translating genetic findings into his-
torically significant terms while underlining the contingency
of these results. We then go on to discuss the approaches of
commercial DNA ancestry testing companies to reconstructing
African “ethnicities,” as well as the practices of test takers and
other stakeholders in negotiating and mobilizing the genetic
identities and connections they produce. Finally, we examine
the responsibilities of anthropologists in mediating future de-
velopments, including addressing systemic imbalances in the
access to genomic data and ongoing biocolonial tendencies in
the production of genetic ancestry.
Reconstructing Ethnic Identities:
From Theory to Practice

In recent decades, research into the origins of enslaved Af-
ricans has been concerned with understanding how experi-
ences of culture, kinship, and ethnic belonging shaped the
subjectivities of enslaved individuals and their descendants in
the Atlantic world. Recuperating knowledge of the cultural
identities effaced by slavery is regarded as a way of restoring a
sense of dignity and individuality to its victims. This work is
portrayed as having important sociopolitical dimensions, in
terms of redressing the psychological damage and cultural trauma
inflicted by the imposition of dehumanizing racial identities and
valorizing African American cultures and populations that re-
main stigmatized (Blakey 2001; Melo and Braga 2010).

Ethnicity is the concept most often used today to frame the
preslavery identities of Africans forcibly displaced by the trans-
atlantic trade (Chambers 2001; Hall 2005). A conventional def-
inition of an ethnic group is “a named human population with
myths of common ancestry, shared historical memories, one
or more elements of common culture, a link with a homeland
and a sense of solidarity among at least some of its members”
(Hutchinson and Smith 1996:6). Here, the concept of “common
ancestry” may also denote an element of genetic connectivity,
given that some ethnic groups observe culturally instituted mat-
ing behaviors, including degrees of endogamy.Over time, cultural
traditions that structure patterns of mate selection and repro-
duction, coupled with other factors such as geographic isolation,
may cause the accumulation of particular genetic variants within
a given human group. Thus, the finding that certain contempo-
rary African and African American populations share common
patterns of genetic variation can reasonably be taken as evidence
of a shared ancestral link prior to slavery, barring episodes of
more recent gene flow.
Yet to what extent is this genetic evidence useful for re-
constructing historic ethnic identities? Historians and anthro-
pologists have commented extensively on the limits of equat-
ing contemporary African ethnic identities to those that existed
during or prior to the transatlantic slave trade. Scholars largely
agree that a number of precolonial African societies comprised
overlapping social networks that allowed for multiple group
membership and flexible boundaries (Lentz 1995:319). The era
of European colonization and the transatlantic trade in en-
slaved Africans caused significant social disruption and de-
mographic depletion, which likely altered West African con-
cepts of kinship in fundamental ways (Ekeh 1990). Some
scholars have designated contemporary ethnic groups as co-
lonial “inventions,” referring to the work of European ad-
ministrators and anthropologists in mapping “native” peoples,
depicting them as discrete, bounded entities rather than dy-
namic and interlocking networks (Southall 1970; Vail 1989).

Meanwhile, over time, African conceptions of ethnicity
underwent far-reaching changes in the Americas. Historians
of slavery have pointed to the differing ethnonyms used con-
temporaneously by Africans in the Americas versus in their
African homelands as evidence of emergent modes of ethnic
affiliation in plantation societies (Chambers 2001). Some his-
torians have presented convincing evidence that African ethnic
clusters were commonplace in the Americas, and that many
Africans actively retained their ethnic identities during their
lifetimes (Hall 2005; Thornton 1992). However, the long-term
survival of these structures was challenged by cultural and bi-
ological processes of creolization and racialization, which (par-
ticularly in Latin America) offered colonial subjects the pos-
sibility of “Whitening” themselves, in the hopes of evading the
stigma of African descent (Degler 1986; Twinam 2015). As
Gomez (1998) suggests, losing one’s “country marks” was a
corollary of the painful transition to imposed racial identities,
but it could also constitute a survival strategy and an attempt to
forge new forms of collective identity and kinship. All of this
points to complex ethnic histories characterized by continui-
ties and rupture on both sides of the Atlantic, which compli-
cate the possibility of drawing a straight line between the
identities of African and African-descendant groups today and
those of their ancestors several centuries ago.

It should be recognized, too, that while characteristic ge-
netic patterns may emerge from the particular cultural and
environmental pressures on human groups, concepts of shared
“blood” or DNA are not universally constitutive of ethnic be-
longing. Historians suggest that precolonial African societies
were largely based around kinship, which was defined by con-
sanguinity, affiliation, and adoption, including the ritualized
assimilation of individuals from other groups in circumstances
of slavery or conflict (Lovejoy 2012:12). Likewise, contemporary
African ethnic groups designate affiliation through a range of
mechanisms. In many cases, ethnic and clan affiliation relies
on particular lineage rules, for example, matrilineality or patri-
lineality (Radcliffe-Brown and Forde 2015), while practices such
as property ownership, marriage, and naming conventions may
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be essential to confirming an individual’s membership in an eth-
nic community. Overall, recent social science theories emphasize
the ideological and mythical dimensions to claims that ethnic
identities are underpinned by a shared biological essence and
reject the notion that these collectivities are monolithic entities
whose boundaries and content have remained stable throughout
history (Barth 1969; Brubaker 2002).

At the same time, the insistence on social constructivist
conceptions of ethnicity also risks producing ideal categories
that are divorced from how ethnic groups and identities op-
erate on the ground. Thus, Claude Ake has argued that in
many African societies

ethnic groups are no less real for existing intermittently, for
having fluid boundaries, for having subjective or even ar-
bitrary standards of membership. . . . The concreteness of
ethnic groups is invariably affirmed by ethnic markings which
society categorically pins on them, markings which under-
score the social existence of ethnicity even when they are ar-
bitrary or shifting. (Ake 1993:1)

Following this reasoning, such “markings”may be considered as
not only social “constructs” but as biocultural nodes that bind
their bearers into vertical and horizontal networks of relations.
Traditionally, these markers have been both immaterial (lan-
guage, personal names) and material; they can also be literally
inscribed in the body, for instance, through ritual scarifications
and dental modification. If we accept John L. Comaroff ’s as-
sertion that “identities are not ‘things’ but relations; . . . their
content is wrought in the particularities of their ongoing his-
torical construction” (Comaroff 1996:165–166), then it is alto-
gether plausible that new biocultural artifacts like DNA ancestry
reports may come to be considered as additional ethnic markers
in their own right, by mapping onto existing idioms of kinship
or producing altogether new ones.

Such practices are already emerging, notably in connection
with the activities of companies who offer personalized DNA
testing services to members of the public as a means of uncov-
ering their “ethnic origins” (Nelson 2016; Schramm 2012). As
we discuss further below, these businesses have received fer-
vent critiques from both social scientists and geneticists. While
the techniques used by some leading companies are state-of-
the-art and are even driving method development in popula-
tion genetics, the links these businesses establish between
DNA and ethnic identity have been characterized by some
scholars as pseudoscientific (Roberts 2011; TallBear 2013).
Nonetheless, companies play crucial roles in producing genetic
population data, engaging with communities, setting research
agendas, and establishing norms for how this knowledge can—
or cannot—be used to inform understandings of ethnic iden-
tity, past or present. To place these phenomena in context, we
first outline how genetics has been used by researchers to shed
light on the histories of African-descendant populations, in-
cluding the models of ethical and responsible engagement that
have shaped research agendas and practices in this area.
Uses of Genetics to Reconstruct Histories
of African-Descendant Populations

Starting in the 1980s, genetics studies have shown that genetic
variation among human populations tends to be geographically
structured as a consequence of isolation, genetic drift, and other
factors (Jorde and Wooding 2004). Studying this variation has
provided fundamentally new insights into the origins of ana-
tomically modern humans, their spread around the globe, and
adaptation to new environments. In addition, we have learned
about the relationships among present-day populations and
historical patterns of gene flow. Initially, genetic studies were
limited to singlemarkers, such asmitochondrial DNA, but since
the early 2000s these studies have been replaced by genome-
wide surveys of genetic variation (usingmicroarray technologies
targeting hundreds of thousands of markers or whole genome
sequencing), which have provided unprecedented detail on hu-
man population structure at global and regional scales. Mean-
while, the study of ancient DNA extracted from archaeological
remains has opened up an entirely new field and revolutionized
the way we study our shared past (Pickrell and Reich 2014).

In the 1990s researchers on the New York African Burial
Ground Project (NYABGP) were among the first to apply an-
cient DNA analysis to the study of historical skeletal popula-
tions (Blakey 1998, 2001; Mack and Blakey 2004).2 The project
focused on human remains exhumed from a colonial-era burial
ground in New York City, which is now the site of the African
Burial Ground National Monument, located at the corners of
Duane and Elk Streets in lowerManhattan. The research design
was developed through systematic consultation with repre-
sentatives of New York’s African-descendant community, fol-
lowing the African American tradition of scholar activism
(Drake 1980) and developments in public engagement (Forman
1995). The NYABGP set many precedents in this respect as
its scientists committed themselves to respecting and—to the
greatest extent possible—fulfilling the interests of their “ethical
client,”New York’s African-descendant community (Mack and
Blakey 2004).

Following consultation with the local descendant com-
munity, the research team decided to focus on three major re-
search questions regarding (1) the individual and ancestral
origins, (2) the physical quality of life, and (3) the biocultural
transformations experienced by the individuals interred at the
site. A fourth question regarding possible modes of resistance
to slavery was added later on (Mack and Blakey 2004). Through-
out, the scientists on the project emphasized the potential for
using DNA analysis, in conjunction with other lines of evi-
dence, to build up complex portraits of the identities and ex-
periences of enslaved Africans and their descendants in New
York. The main reason for including DNA in the research
design was the possibilities it offered for shedding light on
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individual and population origins. However, the researchers
acknowledged that social and biological conceptions of ancestry
and belonging may not coincide. As one of the researchers on
the project, Alan Goodman, put it, “ancestries are multiple and
fluid and there is no need to assume that genetics maps onto
geography or social identities. At the same time, there is no
need to assume, Boasian-like, that there are no potentially in-
teresting and even libratory connections between genetics and
ancestry or identity” (Goodman 2007:227–228).

The NYABGP raised high hopes for DNA analyses to
bring new insights into the history of the transatlantic trade
in enslaved Africans ( Jackson and Borgelin 2010), but it also
highlighted some of the limitations of available techniques at
the time. Chief among those was a lack of reference data from
Africa, which restricted the researchers’ ability to trace the
ancestral origins of New York’s enslaved community with high
specificity or resolution (Jackson et al. 2009). Another con-
straining factor was that the existing technologies were limited
to the analysis of short stretches of mitochondrial DNA
(mtDNA), an established population genetic marker that
could be accessed with relative ease even in ancient samples,
due to its high copy number. Using mtDNA analysis entailed
particular constraints: one major problem was that many
mtDNA lineages are shared among different African popu-
lations, limiting the researchers’ ability to trace individual or-
igins (Ely et al. 2006); another issue was that, sincemtDNA is in-
herited matrilineally, the analyses could only provide insights
into a single lineage of each individual’s ancestry (Salas et al.
2004, 2005). Moreover, the researchers had to account for
migration and increased mobility within and between African
societies since the beginning of the transatlantic slave trade,
whichmeans that the distribution of mtDNA lineages in Africa
today does not necessarily reflect historic patterns (Jackson
et al. 2009). Despite these limitations, the work on the NYABGP
set a paradigm for future studies, pioneering new approaches
and inspiring a generation of researchers.

Following the completion of the NYABGP, human genetics
was revolutionized by the introduction of microarray tech-
nologies and high-throughput sequencing. This led to a rapid
increase in the number of population-wide surveys of genetic
variation in human populations, which demonstrated the ex-
istence of fine-scale genetic structure at regional and subre-
gional levels and provided unprecedented insights into the
demographic histories of human populations (Hellenthal et al.
2014; Novembre et al. 2008). However, the vast majority of
these genetic surveys have focused on individuals of European
ancestry (Popejoy and Fullerton 2016; Sirugo, Williams, and
Tishkoff 2019). A recent survey (Martin et al. 2019) found that
individuals of European descent represent almost 80% of in-
dividuals included in genome-wide association studies, while
they account for approximately 16% of the global population.
By contrast, individuals of African descent only account for
about 3% of the total individuals included in genome-wide
association studies. While this imbalance is beginning to be
addressed, progress has been slow and much more remains to
be done to level the playing field (Bentley, Callier, and Rotimi
2017; Popejoy and Fullerton 2016; Sirugo, Williams, and Tish-
koff 2019).

The paucity of both modern and historic genetic data for
African populations limits scientists’ abilities to unravel the
complex demographic histories of African-descendant pop-
ulations in the Americas and identify source populations
using genetic data (Schroeder et al. 2015). These problems are
exacerbated by the fact that many of the existing arrays used
to survey genetic variation in human populations were not
designed to detect genetic structure in African populations.
This means that some variation—especially rare variants—will
go undetected, an issue known as ascertainment bias (Clark
et al. 2005). Nonetheless, recent genome-wide studies have
provided greater insights into the ways that genetic variation is
structured among African and African-descendant popula-
tions and historical patterns of gene flow (Bryc et al. 2010, 2015;
Busby et al. 2016; Fortes-Lima et al. 2017; Gurdasani et al. 2014,
2019; López et al. 2019; Montinaro et al. 2017). Many of these
studies take regional approaches to surveying African genetic
diversity, helping bring to the fore the richness and complexity
of local African population histories.

While such studies have revealed population substructure
at both local and regional levels, researchers should exercise
caution when interpreting these patterns anthropologically.
While genetic clusters can closely reflect geographical and
even cultural groupings, this effect is often exaggerated by
sampling strategies that generally only include individuals
whose ancestors are known to have lived in the same location
for several generations and who notionally correspond to the
“ethnic” population under study. These strategies therefore
have the effect of reinforcing an assumed connection between
named peoples, genes, and land (Nash 2015). An additional
issue is the fact that, in Africa as elsewhere, genetic sampling
strategies have often relied on ethnographic mapping projects,
which in turn are rooted in the “tribal” typologies established
by colonial anthropologists (Braun and Hammonds 2008). As
Scott MacEachern (2000) has argued, this approach risks treating
African ethnic units as “bounded, homogeneous monoliths
either frozen in place since before a.d. 1492 or caromming
around the continent like culture-bearing billiard balls,” in-
stead of “dynamic entities, manipulated in response to changes
in the natural and social environment, [whose] composition
can change very quickly indeed” (MacEachern 2000:370).

This discussion highlights the necessity for researchers to
adopt a critical stance vis-à-vis genetic studies of ethnicity. As
European researchers, our personal engagement in this area
has largely been informed by the approaches and agendas laid
out by African American researchers, such as the members of
the NYABGP, who have focused on the potential of genetics
for reconstructing identities effaced by slavery. As these re-
searchers suggest, this approach requires taking a firm stance
on the fact that genetics can never prove affinities to cultural
identities; rather, these hypothetical links are best interpreted
in conjunction with historical, linguistic, ethnographical, and
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archeological evidence to form nuanced pictures of these bio-
cultural interactions (Keita et al. 2010). Maintaining this bal-
ance is crucial, even—or indeed especially—at a time when the
growth of the direct-to-consumer genetic testing industry is
dominating the production and public interpretation of an-
cestry data. These businesses are geared toward satisfying a
public appetite for genetic identities that are both scientifi-
cally grounded and socially and politically “usable.” In the next
section, we assess the different approaches that companies
have taken to reconstructing African ancestry and examine
how the results of these analyses are being negotiated by test
takers and their geneticallymatchedAfrican “kin,” among other
stakeholders.
3. Details of current and defunct DNA ancestry testing companies
can be found on the International Society of Genetic Genealogy website:
https://isogg.org/wiki/List_of_DNA_testing_companies (accessed Janu-
ary 9, 2020).
Impacts of the Commercialization
of Genetic Ancestry

Since the turn of the millennium, direct-to-consumer genetic
ancestry products have been offered to members of the public
as a means of reconstructing personal histories. From an
early stage, scientists and entrepreneurs identified African-
descendant populations as some of the main potential ben-
eficiaries of these technologies, presenting the latter as a tool
for recovering the ethnic links forcibly erased by slavery. Among
the first DNA ancestry testing companies to emerge was African
Ancestry, cofounded in 2003 by entrepreneur Gina Paige and
geneticist Rick Kittles, who worked on the NYABGP. Their
service offered uniparental (mtDNA and Y-chromosome) tests
to connect clients to a contemporary African nation-state and
ethnic group via their maternal and paternal lineages, respec-
tively (Nelson 2016:60–63). As one of the most prominent
businesses to market these products, African Ancestry helped
ignite the public’s imagination about how genetics could con-
tribute to reconstructing ancestral identities. By the same to-
ken, the company also fielded numerous critiques. The tests’
limitations, pointed out by geneticists and social scientists (in-
cluding Kittles, the company’s scientific director), are now well
known. Methodologically, critics pointed to possible regional
gaps or biases in the coverage of the company’s proprietary
“African lineages database,” and to the difficulty of finding
unique matches between particular uniparental haplogroups
and specific ethnic groups (Ely et al. 2006). They also under-
lined the limited genealogical scope of the results, which survey
only mtDNA and Y-chromosomemarkers, each corresponding
to a single lineage in the test taker’s family tree (Shriver and
Kittles 2004). Others raised questions about the interpretation
of these results: could a shared genetic haplotype be regarded as
a sufficient basis for claiming a common ethnic identity (Rotimi
2003)? To what extent would such genetic affiliations be rec-
ognized and validated in different social contexts (Nelson 2008),
and could these identities avoid the risks of racial or ethnic es-
sentialism (Palmié 2007; Roberts 2011)?

Following the introduction of microarray technologies, com-
panies like 23andMe, AncestryDNA, and others have attempted
to overcome some of these limitations.3 These companies spe-
cialize in autosomal analyses that survey hundreds of thousands
of genetic markers from across the genome, representing a
broad sampling of the DNA inherited from both parents. They
make use of fine-scale structure underlying genetic variation to
link test takers to various geographically defined “ancestral
populations” around the world, including several in Africa.
Many also offer “DNA relative-matching” services, which es-
timate the genealogical relationships between participating
customers, based on the quantity of identical segments of DNA
they share. By aiming for a broad genomic coverage, these new
autosomal admixture tests are able to provide more compre-
hensive ancestry estimates than uniparental analyses, reflect-
ing the fact that most African Americans are descended from
numerous populations (including diverse groupswithinAfrica),
rather than a single ethnic lineage. Companies have also at-
tempted to increase the transparency of their methods by pub-
lishing white papers and listing the reference populations
used in their analyses on their websites. Instead of providing
customers with a static “ancestry certificate,” results are up-
dated periodically online, to reflect improvements in the testing
methodology. Thus, clients become accustomed to the idea that
their DNA ancestry results are not definitive but a “best esti-
mate” based on current techniques.

Nonetheless, there are still important limitations to these
analyses. The first is that “genetic ethnicity” or “ancestry” esti-
mates are based on comparisons with living, rather than his-
toric, human populations and therefore cannot fully account
for the way that these groups may have changed demograph-
ically and genetically over the past 500 or 1,000 years (the time-
depth usually attributed to these tests). The ahistorical char-
acter of the results is reflected in the way genetic clusters are
categorized, often using national labels (e.g., “Ivory Coast/
Ghana,” “Senegal”), sometimes referring to states that have
existed for less than a century. Despite being called “ethnicity
estimates” by some companies, for the most part these tests do
not provide customers with links to culturally defined ethnic
groups, which may be unsatisfying to those seeking to recover
connections to specific African groups. Most tests are still far
from offering a comprehensive coverage of African popula-
tions, with reference data sets focusing largely on West Africa.
Although this is coherent with the demographics of the slave
trade to North America, results may prove less accurate for
African descendants from other parts of the Americas and the
Caribbean, which also received substantial migrations from
Central and East Africa. Finally, while “relative-matching” fea-
tures provide potentially more precise tools for exploring per-
sonal ancestry, so far African and African-descendant users
from outside the United States are drastically underrepresented
within companies’ customer databases, thus restricting the
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chances of finding close genealogical matches among these
groups.
5. In Brazil and other parts of Latin America, ethnic designations are
Genetic Identities “on the Ground”

What of the personal experiences of roots seekers? Studies
into the impacts of DNA ancestry testing among African-
descendant communities have focused notably on the United
States (Nelson 2016; Ohrt Fehler 2011), which continues to
be the world’s largest commercial producer and consumer of
these technologies. While commercial ancestry testing has not
taken root to the same extent in Latin American and Caribbean
societies, personalized DNA ancestry data have been dissemi-
nated in other ways in these regions, particularly through large-
scale population studies and other scientific projects (Santos
et al. 2009; Schwartz-Marín and Wade 2015; Wade 2017).

The reasons for taking a genetic ancestry test are varied. For
some, taking a DNA ancestry test can be a way of claiming a
symbolic link to other cultures and communities, enabling test
takers and their family members to move beyond an ethnically
“unmarked” Black identity (Abel 2018a). In more radical cases,
taking a DNA test may be seen as a step toward recovering an
original African cultural identity (Nelson 2008, 2016). Some
users are less interested in the “ethnicity testing” function of
commercial DNA analyses than in their relative-matching ser-
vices: genealogists in particular prize these features as ameans of
getting beyond the “brick walls” in their family history research
(Abel 2018a). Meanwhile, DNA test takers in racially mixed
Latin American societies often express a curiosity to know how
much African genomic inheritance they have, vis-à-vis their
European and Indigenous American ancestry (Schwartz-Marín
andWade 2015;Wade 2017:223–257). Such interestsmay relate
to a desire to “Whiten” oneself racially by drawing attention to
one’s European genomic ancestry—an ideological residue of the
region’s eugenic policies of the early twentieth century, aimed at
eradicating societies’Black and Indigenous populations through
processes of mixture (mestizaje/mestiçagem) and European im-
migration (Skidmore 1974; Stepan 1991). Alternatively, they
may be rooted in attempts to render visible the genetic contri-
butions of Indigenous and African groups to Latin American
nations, in support of recent multicultural policies aimed at
countering states’ historical efforts to exclude and eradicate
these populations from the national body (Rahier 2012; Wade
2017).

In their publicity materials, many DNA ancestry compa-
nies build the expectation that genetic tests may contradict
users’ preexisting notions about their race and family origins,
using slogans such as “Amaze yourself. Uncover your ethnic
origins” (MyHeritage DNA) and “Connect to a deeper family
story” (AncestryDNA).4 In fact, it appears to be rather un-
common for individuals to undergo a complete shift in their
4. The slogans are displayed on these companies’ homepages: https://
www.myheritage.com/dna/ and https://www.ancestry.co.uk/dna/ (accessed
February 17, 2020).
racial identity based on their DNA ancestry results. In a recent
study involving 100 US-based DNA test takers of various racial
backgrounds, self-identifying African American participants
mostly expressed that their genomic ancestry results did not
challenge their existing racial identity, and those that did in-
corporate a new racial identity based on their DNA results did
so in addition to their existing Black racial identity (Roth and
Ivemark 2018). This reflects the fact that for many African
Americans, racial identity is perceived not as a mere social
fiction but as an ancestral heritage, political affirmation, and
lived reality, which cannot—or should not—easily be displaced
by genetic data. Similarly, in a 2005 DNA study, 90 Brazilian
students at a high school in Rio de Janeiro were presented with
information about their African, European, and Indigenous
American genomic ancestry (Santos et al. 2009). While many
participants felt their DNA ancestry results contradicted their
expectations about their ancestry, almost none believed these
data would have relevance for their personal lives, includ-
ing their racial designation. On the contrary, many perceived
“color” (cor—a concept encompassing racialized physical traits
including skin tone, hair texture and facial morphology) to be
more determining of their social experiences, due to the way
that color prejudice has historically structured Brazilian society
(Silva and Paixão 2014).

While DNA ancestry tests may not have a strong impact on
modes of racial identification, ethnicity is somewhat different.
In the United States, ethnic identities are typically perceived
as separate from, and supplementary to, racial designations.5

Among White Americans, for instance, ethnic identifications
are constructed based on ancestral knowledge passed down
within families, a process that involves a degree of tacit choice:
some ancestries are remembered and affirmed and others for-
gotten orminimized (Waters 1990). For BlackAmericans, DNA
ancestry testing is presented as a means to recuperate this lost
ancestral knowledge and appropriate one or more African
ethnic identities. As Alondra Nelson (2008) has observed, this
process also involves a degree of choice on the part of root
seekers: rather than uncritically accepting all categories pre-
sented in their DNA results, test takers gravitate toward those
that appeal to them for cultural reasons or that resonate with
aspects of their family’s oral history. Alternatively, they may
question the validity of their genetic results or seek a “second
opinion” by testing with another company (Abel and Sandoval-
Velasco 2016:170).

Verifying the historical validity of DNA ethnicity results
can be difficult for African descendants due to the lack of re-
liable archival information dating from slavery. Root seekers
often pursue social confirmation of their results by consulting
the opinions of close relatives or African acquaintances (Ohrt
more frequently associated with populations (e.g., Indigenous groups, de-
scendants of marooned slaves) who have been accorded specific legal “pro-
tections” under multicultural policies as a result of histories of racism and
exclusion (French 2002; Ng’weno 2007).
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Fehler 2011) or posting their results online (Nelson andHwang
2012). In some cases, DNA ancestry data can contradict long-
cherished oral histories, giving rise to what Nelson (2008) calls
“genealogical disorientation.” This disjunction may be ex-
plained by the inexact correspondence between DNA data and
genealogical ancestry—for example, the fact that uniparental
tests relate to just two lineages in a person’s biological gene-
alogy, or that ancestral DNA is lost at every generation through
genetic recombination, meaning that our genome does not
contain all the DNA of all our biological ancestors. Alterna-
tively, some ethnic identities may be indistinguishable on the
genetic level. Discrepancies between folkloric and genetic ac-
counts of ancestry could also be linked to the way that certain
myths have been produced to cloak traumatic experiences of
sexual abuse that were a frequent occurrence under slavery.
Stories about “Indian” ancestors are therefore common among
African American families andmay have originated to account
for phenotypic features inherited from a White male ancestor
(Gates 2014). These examples indicate the importance of sup-
porting test takers to understand the complex relationship
between genetic and social accounts of ancestry, allowing them
to evaluate both sources of information in light of the complex
racial and ethnic dynamics of colonial societies.
6. See https://www.dnatestedafricans.org/africanroyaledna (accessed Feb-
ruary 17, 2020).
DNA (Re)connections

Some roots seekers go further in their quests to validate their
genomic identities by arranging to travel to their “ancestral
homelands” and meet their African “genetic kin.” DNA roots
tourism is increasingly popular, with group excursions to par-
ticular African countries sometimes arranged in conjunction
with African Ancestry (Ohrt Fehler 2011; Schramm 2012).
Tours typically include visits to sites of local importance for the
history of the slave trade as well as meetings with local digni-
taries and the opportunity to take part in naming ceremonies to
mark the roots seeker’s reclaiming of an African identity and
their welcoming (back) into an ethnic community. These jour-
neys are often experienced as a closing of the cycle of violence
begun by slavery and are spoken of by some roots seekers in
terms of “gaining access to an ‘authentic self ’ through the
spiritual ‘return’ of one’s ancestors, through which inner peace
can be found for the individual” (Ohrt Fehler 2011:594).

The idea of using DNA ancestry testing to stimulate links
with members of the African diaspora has been heralded en-
thusiastically by some African governments. For instance, in
the early 2000s the Ghanaian Ministry for Tourism and Di-
asporan Relations declared the need for a “gene map” of West
and Central Africa to help African descendants trace their ge-
nealogies back to the region (Schramm 2012:181). The gov-
ernment of Sierra Leone has awarded dual citizenship to Af-
rican descendants who can present genetic evidence of their
link to the country and commit to supporting Sierra Leonean
society (Awoko 2019; Nelson 2016:106). Despite these wel-
coming gestures, DNA ancestry testing has not been widely
adopted as grounds for citizenship in the region, and to do so
would likely be politically contentious. As Katharina Schramm
(2020) observes, the Ghanaian government’s offer of dual cit-
izenship to members of the African diaspora has already raised
concerns that such schemes may allow beneficiaries to buy up
African land without forging a deeper engagement with their
adoptive society. It is also unclear what kind of genetic result
might be considered sufficient grounds for a citizenship claim.
Most autosomal DNA tests now link clients to numerous an-
cestral regions within Africa: would any proportion of genetic
ancestry count, or would claimants be required to demonstrate
a majority of ancestry from a given country or a genealogical
link to a specific ancestor?

Meanwhile, various nongovernmental initiatives have sprung
up with the aim of fostering links directly between members
of the diaspora and African citizens. The volunteer-led com-
munity DNA Tested African Descendants, for example, has
collected DNA samples from “African royals, village chieftains
and clan leaders” and uploaded them to commercial DNA
ancestry platforms to help generate “relative matches” for di-
asporan roots seekers.6 This approach underscores the power
dynamics and political interests at play in these processes of
ancestral “reconnection.” Saidiya Hartman, for instance, has
argued that African monarchs were often beneficiaries of the
slave trade and that enslaved people were unlikely to hail from
royal lineages (Hartman 2007:164). Yet the prohibitive cost of
DNA testing, shipment fees, and limited internet access mean
that these distinguished lineages are likely to become over-
represented in relative-matching databases. The encounters
that result from these genetic connections, however, can be un-
predictable. For instance, some roots seekers have leveraged
their DNA results to elicit formal apologies from African dig-
nitaries for their historical role in the enslavement of their
ancestors (Boyle 2013; Fellet 2016). As Gaetano Ciarcia (2016)
has argued, such gestures of apology are becoming a common
currency in slave trade heritage tourism and may be mobilized
pragmatically to secure economic ties with African American
visitors that can benefit the region. Against this complex and
shifting political backdrop, the social meanings of DNA an-
cestry data remain in constant negotiation.

The Politics of DNA and the Role of Anthropologists

The proposal that genetic analysis can serve as a tool for re-
verting the dehumanizing effects of racialization presents a new
role for anthropologists as well as new dilemmas. Historic an-
thropological approaches that linked racial and ethnic cate-
gories to quantifiable physical traits have proved effective tools
for oppression and genocide; yet today, DNA is regarded as a
possible route to repairing some of this damage, by helping
reconstruct relationships obscured by colonial violence and
slavery (Véran 2012). For a field that has focused for many
years on deconstructing such categories and on signaling how
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colonial projects contributed to forging contemporary ethnic,
racial, and “tribal” identities, this turn presents an uncomfort-
able paradox. Knowing the history of our discipline, it is in-
cumbent on anthropologists to emphasize the epistemic limits
of these genetic approaches and the disjunctures between so-
cial systems and biological markers of ancestry, to prevent
abuses of these data. Yet, as Jean-François Véran points out,
these ethical stances may be at odds with the desires of de-
scendant communities for concrete, usable data that can un-
derpin their personal and political projects. In his words, “how
does one build power with the idea that identity is relational
and situational? How does one delimitate a territory with a
deconstructive conception of ethnicity?” (Véran 2012:S251).

The warm reception of DNA ancestry tests among some
African Americans in the United States is largely due to the
work of African American scientists such as the members of
theNYABGP in cultivating trust with descendant communities
and designing research agendas and services to meet the lat-
ter’s needs. Part of the appeal of African Ancestry has been
the confidence its clientele places in the company’s scientific
director, Rick Kittles—a relationship that has helped assuage
a long-standing mistrust of biomedical research within these
communities caused by multiple cases of abuse and exploit-
ative conduct toward African American participants (Nelson
2008:769; Reverby 2009). Yet the results produced by genetic
ancestry testing may be mobilized against the political inter-
ests of African descendants. For instance, in 2007 a DNA an-
cestry testing project led by BBC Brasil caused controversy due
to its publication in the midst of a heated national debate over
the introduction of racial quotas at Brazilian public univer-
sities. The genetic ancestry reports of the nine Afro-Brazilian
celebrity guests depicted substantial heterogeneity in their lev-
els of European, Amerindian, and African ancestry, with some
participants found to have higher levels of European than
African genomic ancestry. These results were used by some
critics to denounce plans to instate affirmative action policies
for Black Brazilians as a form of reparation for slavery and its
legacies, since the tests showed that all Brazilians, regardless
of skin color, are descended from both victims and benefi-
ciaries of this system (Neto and Santos 2011; Kent and Wade
2015).

This case highlights the importance of both political con-
text and historical paradigms of race in shaping the social
impacts of genetic ancestry data. Although the genomic pro-
files of African descendants in the United States are similarly
heterogeneous, the continuing social salience of the “one-
drop rule”—which historically dictated that individuals with
any known African ancestry be categorized as “non-White”
(Davis 1991)—means that these results are not seen as con-
tradicting commonsense notions about who is considered
Black. In Brazil and other Latin American societies the con-
tent and borders of these categories remain much more fluid,
which makes them potentially more vulnerable to redefini-
tion in the light of new scientific data (Wade 2017). African-
descendant groups in these contexts may therefore choose to
be cautious about turning to genetics to inform their under-
standings of their origins (Kent and Wade 2015). Meanwhile,
activists in the Caribbean have focused on the possibility of
using genetic testing to substantiate their Indigenous ancestry
as grounds for postcolonial reparation claims (Benn Torres
2018)—a reminder that claiming an African ethnic affiliation
is not necessarily the primary goal of all people of African
descent (Abel 2018a).

The BBC Brasil example also underscores the prominent
role that scientists can play in guiding public interpretations of
genomic ancestry data and denouncing potentially repressive
applications of these technologies. To paraphrase Eduardo
Viveiros de Castro (2006), with regard to historically oppressed
groups the role of the anthropologist should be to “create the
theoretical and political conditions necessary to allow inter-
ested communities to articulate their [identity],”without weigh-
ing in on the “authenticity” of public claims to ethnic affiliation.
More concerning are reports of DNA tests being used by gov-
ernmental and law enforcement agencies to determine subjects’
ethnic or national origins, for instance, in irregular migration
cases (Abel 2018b). Here, we must be clear that while DNA
ancestry data may help inform personal conceptions of an-
cestry, they cannot offer ultimate proof of an individual’s eth-
nic affiliations, legal identity, or family origins.
Science at the Service of Society

The politics of DNA ancestry go beyond controversies sur-
rounding identity claims, encompassing the conditions under
which samples are obtained and the ways in which they are
inserted into flows of capital and networks of knowledge pro-
duction. The NYABGP researchers were aware of these ethical
dimensions: one of the project’s ambitions was to found a
human DNA biobank in Africa that would provide the op-
portunity to train local technicians in data banking techniques
and also enable African scientists to act as custodians of the
data and their uses rather than channeling these resources to-
ward American laboratories ( Jackson et al. 2009; Keita and
Stewart 2010).

This ethical stance is similar to that taken by Native Amer-
ican and Indigenous researchers in the United States and
Canadawho have set up laboratories and training initiatives for
Indigenous scientists as a response to the ethical infringements,
lack of transparency, and repeated instances of malpractice in
dealings between scientists and Indigenous communities. Pro-
grams such as the “Summer internship for INdigenous peoples
in Genomics (SING) Consortium” aim to equip Indigenous re-
searchers to pursue the research goals of their own communi-
ties, with the assurance that these data will not be used beyond
the explicit agreement of stakeholders (Claw et al. 2018). DNA
ancestry testing companies are seen as representing a particular
threat to Native American interests, and Indigenous scholars
and activists have repeatedly criticized companies who com-
modify “Native American” genetic markers—often using un-
ethically obtained DNA samples—thereby tacitly encouraging
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the misappropriation of Indigenous identities based on the cri-
terion of “blood” rather than cultural heritage and social ex-
perience (TallBear 2003, 2013).

However, the global and economic dimensions of genetics—
as both a science and an industry—makes it extremely difficult
for communities to retain control over their genomic heritage.
This is exemplified by the trend for large genome sequencing
projects, such as the African Genome Variation Project, to be
hosted by laboratories in the Northern Hemisphere, particu-
larly in Europe and the United States. In the age of open access,
current data engagement structures tend to favor institutions
that are already rich in resources and therefore disposed to take
advantage of technological developments, while inadvertently
perpetuating marginalization, exclusion and “data poverty”
among others, typically affecting researchers in the Global
South (Bezuidenhout et al. 2017). Consequently, there exists a
need to distinguish between simply making data sets available
and fostering researchers’ ability to both use and exercise con-
trol over them. Generally, the perspectives and contributions
of African scientists and communities are still sorely lacking.
Beyond helping to redress the imbalance of power in the pro-
duction and control over genetic data, their expertise can help
guide research agendas while also informing ethical practices
in the field.

Meanwhile, commercial companies have successfully stepped
in to cater to a public appetite for reclaiming ancestral identi-
ties, offering up the certainty and the stamp of scientificity on
these results that many scholars refuse. So far, many scholars
have limited themselves to critiquing DNA ancestry testing busi-
nesses from a distance. However, as large-scale data sets are in-
creasingly being generated by DNA ancestry testing companies
for use among academic research communities (Harris, Wyatt,
and Kelly 2013), part of an engaged ethical stance can involve
wielding our influence as scientists on the behalf of those af-
fected by these practices, for instance, by requiring companies
to adhere to rigorous ethical standards regarding community
consent, data collection and usage, and respecting the wishes of
groups who prefer not to contribute their DNA to the ancestry
testing industry (Abel and Tsosie 2019; Claw et al. 2018; Royal
et al. 2010).

Conclusions

Research into human population histories and origins has al-
ways had political dimensions. In recent years, DNA has been
portrayed as the ultimate source of knowledge about who we
are and where we come from. Indeed, genetic analysis is one
among a range of tools and sources currently used to piece
together narratives about the past, and it is a powerful one,
thanks to the quantity and resolution of the data it can yield.
Yet genetic knowledge does not exist independently of the
broader history of colonialism and exploitation in anthropo-
logical research; rather, it is rooted within it and has the po-
tential to reproduce injustices and power imbalances shaped by
genealogies of racism. As a result, the potential for recovering
historic ethnic identities usingDNAwill—and should—always
be hedged with important epistemic and ethical caveats.

Such is the cultural mystique that has become attached to
DNA in many societies that genetic evidence is prone to being
understood as clear-cut and definitive, particularly in matters
relating to identification and identity (Nelkin and Lindee
1995). Anthropologists and geneticists have a privileged role
in shaping how genomic data are presented to the public and
other stakeholders and in defining their limitations for in-
forming issues of identity. Like others before us (Benn Torres
and Torres Colón 2015; Mack and Blakey 2004; Mukho-
padhyay and Moses 1997), we argue that these debates must
go beyond the social constructivist stance that identity is a
cultural phenomenon and therefore has nothing to do with
genetics, and instead engage seriously with the idea that cer-
tain forms of identity are shaped by biocultural processes and
can therefore be analyzed fruitfully using a combination of
biological and social anthropological approaches.

Scientifically, genetics has offered a novel lens for studying
the demographic impacts of the transatlantic slave trade and
American slaveries (Benn Torres, Stone, and Kittles 2013;
Fortes-Lima et al. 2017; Salas et al. 2004; Sandoval-Velasco
et al. 2019; Schablitsky et al. 2019; Schroeder et al. 2015).When
put together with historical, archaeological, and anthropolog-
ical knowledge, genetic data can also be used to shed light on
the influence of racial ideologies and colonial structures on re-
productive patterns in slave societies; the extent of admixture
among African populations as well as with other groups in the
New World; and the biogeographical origins of groups and
individuals. In evaluating this information, scholars must re-
sist the tendency to simply equate genetic categories to social
identities and instead reflect on the reasons for the confluences
and divergences between genetic patterns and other sources of
evidence. Explanations must therefore take into account the
existence of potentially overlapping but distinct cultural, lin-
guistic, biological, and social systems, as well as the varying
importance that each of these factors plays in different socie-
ties. They must also recognize the polyvalent and fluid nature
of individual experiences of identity and belonging, as well
as the cultural transformations that have taken place on both
sides of the Atlantic since the period of the slave trade.

The direct-to-consumer genetic ancestry testing industry
is rooted in the science and theory of population genetics;
however, it follows a different economic logic. These busi-
nesses champion the idea that ethnic identities can be recu-
perated by unlocking the “stories in our genes,” portraying the
act of taking a DNA test as one of self-empowerment. While
this trope has struck a chord with many customers, it needs to
be interrogated further. As with all types of identity, the con-
firmation of genetic ancestry “turns on the interrelated prob-
lems of self-recognition and recognition by others” (Calhoun
1994:20). Privileging genetic inheritance over lived experi-
ence as grounds for ethnic identity claims may lead to gene-
alogical disorientation on the part of test takers and to un-
predictable impacts for those whose identities are appropriated
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for commodification in Western-centric markets. Critics have
argued that such interactions are often underscored by eco-
nomic pressures on the part of the receiving communities, high-
lighting the uneven power dynamics between genetic test con-
sumers and the groups petitioned to facilitate these identity
quests (Keita and Stewart 2010; Schramm 2012).

Finally, an ethical and antiracist approach to researching the
history of transatlantic slavery also requires scrutinizing our
role as scientists in reinforcing or challenging paradigms of
knowledge production and access to resources that were cast
in histories of racism and colonialism. Anthropology and ge-
nomics have yet to undergo a successful process of decoloni-
zation in this respect, and despite past efforts to cede control of
genetic databases to African universities (Jackson et al. 2009),
funding for more recent projects has been channeled toward
more technologically equipped European and North Amer-
ican laboratories, or even taken over by commercial businesses,
which become the new gatekeepers of these data. The examples
set by African-descendant and Indigenous scientists suggest
that sustained engagement with stakeholder communities can
lead to the setting of informed research agendas and practices,
which may mean breaking with a prevailing neoliberal ten-
dency in science that emphasizes the free sharing of data and
often ends up channeling resources away from the populations
who are directly implicated in this research. A future challenge
will therefore consist in addressing the widening disparities in
access to genomic data and resources, in order to break the cycle
of power imbalances and biocolonial practices in molecular
anthropology.
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